Abstract
Introduction
The advantages of digital information storage naturally lead to a desire to access information at any time, using an intuitive interface, and in a convenient form factor. The Electronic Text Center defines the "eBook" as any full-text electronic resource designed to be read on a screen, in something other than a web browser [1] . Most of the users are aware of eBooks and had accessed them at least once. Users regard convenience, accessibility, and enhanced functionality as the primary benefits of eBooks [3] . eBooks form a growing part of the collections at research and academic libraries. Although still in the early stages of adoption, eBooks have demonstrated advantages in the areas of accessibility, functionality, and cost-effectiveness. End users are just beginning to incorporate eBooks into their information experience and research habits. Libraries are eager to learn more about the rate of eBook adoption among their end users and the ways in which users are interacting with eBooks [4] .
As presented in [5] , it is easier for students to do their papers if they can copy & paste their quotations into their Word Processor, which is a tedious job to do if he writes by its own. But readers like to prefer paper to eBooks, as paper books confers a sense of ownership of a physical object. Reason may be that users are unable to personalize eBooks as what they do with paper books (i.e. Highlighting, Underlining sentences, Adding notes, Inserting special symbols etc). eBook Reader lacks in this functionality (i.e. personalize the book). But there is some Reader software, through which reader can edit the given eBook, but changing the content of books is not advisable because of Copyrights & also if someone wants to read that book he will get the tampered copy of that eBook.
In this project we are proposing to develop a model through which one will be able to personalize the eBook as what they do with paper book and without affecting the original File, this will help reader's to add notes & marking as per their requirement & also same eBook can be used by different Users as it's not being tampered.
V-Book: Memoryless Editor for eBooks Shailesh Khapre, Madarapu Naresh Kumar, P.Dhavachelvan, S.K.V. Jayakumar Basic idea is to develop a model which can act as scratch pad where background is eBook and users are allowed to make changes like add markings, add notes, add symbols etc.
Related Works
Current technologies provide opportunities for building tools not only for authoring interactive multimedia content, but also for enhancing readers experience beyond multi-media presentation, for example, through sharing comments, in-book search, browsing, skimming, visualization, summarization, and non-linear reading. Although software tools supporting individually some of these functionalities are available, there is a need for an integrated environment that provides a complete set of social and intelligent tools to facilitate book writing and reading [7] . [8] -It is one of the most used Pdf Editor as per market analysis. With Foxit Pdf Editor, user can edit any password protected documents. But he/she can only Save As the document if they have no password. If document is not protected by password but is encrypted with modification permission prohibited, it cannot be edited by Foxit Pdf Editor. Foxit Pdf Editor has exciting features like Floating Panes, Finding Text, Navigating with Bookmarks, Viewing Annotations, Easier Text Setting Actions.
FOXIT PDF EDITOR
Foxit Pdf Editor is a very good software with easy to use interface & was by no means was designed to breach copyrights. However, it's up to the users of Foxit Pdf Editor to observe the copyright, if the document is not protected in any technical way. But if the reader wants to personalize the document as per his requirement it will effect in permanent change in the document or he can create the modified image, which is against the copyrights. [9] -It is one of the best E book Editor software in today market. It is used to edit and fix text, images and pages, shrink and optimize, and add interactivity with bookmarks, links, JavaScript and form fields. It has features like fixing typos, insert text and update text appearance, Advanced image editing. Insert, resize replace, downsample, crop and more, Add links and buttons, Insert headers, footers, watermarks and stamps, Digitally sign, certify and secure eBook files for securing the file, Fill in, submit and design eBook forms.
NITRO PDF PROFESSIONAL
It provides all the functionality for editing eBook document, but it's only helpful for the publishing side, considers a case if a reader wants to mark some important points he can do it but this software will make the change permanently, which can be against copyright. [10] -An Ebook Editor where can write annotations, add text, change the text (correct spelling errors, change old phone numbers...) or delete words completely. Add or delete pictures and vector graphics and add text in any font user want! Select, move and copy and paste text, picture and vector graphic objects with the pointer tool. The main attraction is user can move and zoom the text and pictures and can edit text blocks, insert empty lines or change the line breaks freely, just like a text editor or word processor. Version 2.0 is able to underline, highlight and strikeout texts and edit the bookmarks. User can change the order of the pages or delete pages. Hide the information on a page so that it is invisible in the Acrobat Reader but can be unhidden later. One can change the page size or move the content. Add stamps like "Confidential" or "Top secret". The source code of the page (a language like HTML) is editable for the user. User uses this program to read and write encrypted pdf files. The program leaves the layout untouched after saving if users don't want to change it. This is the only program available with which user can edit the document objects, annotate pdf files and manage the pages of pdf files in one program.
CAD-KAS PDF EDITOR
This program is the best providing all the functionality for personalization but the problem here is also the same the changes will be done on the working document, that's against the copyright.
SIGAL [11] -eBook Editor is a free, open source, multi-platform WYSIWYG eBook editor. It is designed to edit books in ePub format. It uses WYSIWYG [12] in which eBook is converted into Html and whatever change user does is saved in .xml file. This results in changes in eBook. SIGAL provides good user interface, as it provides features like Multiple Views & Space is effectively used to get user what he wants. It can import Pdf, TXT, HTML and EPUB files to convert into Pdf.
Proposed Model
The Proposed model concept is based on Masking i.e. the transparent film kept on original document. In this way, user can visualize the background & the modifications are done on film. We use pixel positioning for marking. These marking positions are stored in the database without affecting the original document. The marking positions are retrieved from the database and are imposed on the original document whenever the user reopens his personalized eBook.
Conversion from Points to Pixels
Pixels and points are static measurements. 1 pixel is always 1 pixel. 1 point is always 1 point. Points are a little different because they change size based on DPI. On paper, with its higher DPI, 12 point text is actually more pixels that 12 point text on a computer monitor, which has a lower DPI than paper.
Percent and EMs on the other hand are relative measurements. The size of EM or percent-based text depends on its parent. If body text is sized at 12 pixels, then text set at 120% or 1.2 EM inside the body will be 1.2 * 12, or 14.4 pixels.
EM is a unit of measurement in the field of typography, equal to the size of the current font. If your font-size is at 16 pixels, then 1em = 16px.
• PX to EM: text size in pixels / body text size in pixels = size in ems. Example: 12px / 16px = .75em
• PX to %: text size in pixels/body text size in pixels *100=size in%. Example: 12px/16px*100= 75%
• PX to PT: text size in pixels * points per inch / pixels per inch = size in pt.
Example: 16px * 72 (72 points = 1 inch) / 96 (96 pixels per inch in Windows, 72 in Mac) = 12pt.
• EM to PX: text size in EMs * body text size in pixels = size in pixels. Example: 75em*16px = 12px
• EM to %: text size in EMs * 100 = size in %. Example: .75em * 100 = 75%
• % to PX: text size in % * body text size in pixels 100 = size in pixels. Example: 75*16px/100=12px
• % to EM: text size in % / 100 = size in ems. Example: 75 / 100 = .75em
• PT to PX: text size in pt * pixels per inch / points per inch = text size in pixels Example: 12pt * 96ppi / 72ppi = 16px.
V-Book: Memoryless Editor for eBooks Shailesh Khapre, Madarapu Naresh Kumar, P.Dhavachelvan, S.K.V. Jayakumar Generally, 1 Pt = DPI / 72, EM's are equal to the font-size(FSz), so 1 EM == FSz * DPI / 72
(1) Here are some functions where Points to Pixels Conversion will be used.
a) Case I: Highlighting
This function will get the font size, starting point & ending point, convert them into pixel and store the color chosen and positioning as per the default font size. When this functionality is recalled by system, the stored value is mapped on screen as per user's font size.
Let us store the captured positions as (x1,y1) to (xn,ym). This positioning is stored in database according to default font-size.
Let the default font-size be p. Then the pixel position is stored as:
• Starting point of the selected text from where the highlighting starts: (x1/p, y1/p) • Ending point of the selected text till where the highlighting is to be done: (xn/p, ym/p) When the user recall's his changes, these changes is called from Database and mapped as per the user font-size property i.e., if Q is the customized font-size then the mapping will be done as follows:
• Starting point where the highlighting function starts: (x1/p, y1/p)*Q • Ending point where the highlighting stops: (xn/p, ym/p)*Q
b) Case II: Underlining
This function will get the font size, starting point & ending point. It will retrieve the bottom point from where the underline should start, map them according to starting & ending coordinates and store the positioning as per the default font size. When this functionality is recalled by system, the stored value is mapped on screen as per user's font size.
Here the position is captured in same way as in highlighting, but the change is one need to draw straight line as per the underline option selected by the user.
The positions will be stored as (x1,ym) to (xn, ym).This positioning will be stored in same manner as in highlighting.
• Starting point of the selected text from where the underlining starts: (xn/p, y1/p) • Ending point of the selected text till where the underlining is to be done: (xn/p, ym/p) When the user recall's his changes, these changes will be mapped as follows:
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• Starting point where the underlining function starts: (xn/p+1, y1/p)*Q • Ending point where the underlining stops: (xn/p+1, ym/p)*Q where, Q is the customized font size set by user & plus 1 pixel is added so that the line will appear below the words not scratching it.
c) Case III: Scratching
This function will get the font size, starting point & ending point. It will retrieve the midpoint from the scratch line should be drawn, map these coordinates according to starting & ending point and store the positioning as per the default font size. When this functionality is recalled by system, the stored value is mapped on screen as per user's font size.
It will work same as Underlining, the only change is user has to scratch the word which can be stated as dividing the word vertically.
The changes will be stored as (x1/2,ym) to (xn/2, ym). This positioning will be stored in same manner as in highlighting.
• Starting point of the selected text from where the scratching starts: (xn/p, y1/p) • Ending point of the selected text till where the scratching is to be done: (xn/p, ym/p) When the user recall's his changes, these changes will be mapped as follows:
• Starting point where the scratching function starts: ((xn/p)/2, y1/p )*Q • Ending point where the scratching stops: ((xn/p)/2, ym/p)*Q where, Q is the customized font size set by user & Xn pixel is divided so that the line will appear Scratching the words.
d) Case V: Adding Notes
This function will get the font size, starting point & ending point. It will work same as highlighting function, plus it will open a dialog box where user will be able to add his own notes. When user recall this highlighted underlined words, the notes added to them is displayed.
This function works similar to the Highlighting function, the only difference is showing a highlighted Underline & not the background color.
• Starting point of the selected text from where the note function starts: (x1/p, y1/p) • Ending point of the selected text till where the note function ends: (xn/p, ym/p) When the selection is done a window will open where reader can add his notes. When the user recall's his changes, these changes will be mapped as showing Highlighted underline
When reader clicks this highlighted underlined text the note attached to the text is displayed.
e) Case IV: Adding Symbols
User likes to add symbols to indicate concern about some point in text which he can easily refer without having to read whole text again. This function will get the font size, end point of symbol i.e. symbol should end before starting text and store this coordinates with the icon name in database. When system recall, it will display the icon positioning before the concern text as per the user font size. V-Book: Memoryless Editor for eBooks Shailesh Khapre, Madarapu Naresh Kumar, P.Dhavachelvan, S.K.V. Jayakumar This functionality will just add the marking symbols, where the user desired to place it. Consider if reader wants to add symbol at (x n ,y m ) then it will be saved according to the size of the Symbol, let the symbol size be Z the symbol should be added after (Z n-1 , y m ) .
The changes will be mapped as per the saved symbol positions & the concerned symbols are loaded from the Picture library.
Proposed Work
From the virtual book perspective, the proposed System S can be represented in terms of set of functionalities F and constraint matrix Cp×q (criteria) as in the eqn. (2) as follows:
• 'F' denotes the set of functionalities and 'n' is the total number of functionalities of proposed system.
• 'C' denotes the constraint matrix and 'p*q' denotes the total number of criteria (constraints). All these criteria are divided according to the functionalities 'F'.
• The function F 1 has its own set of criteria. Same is the case for rest of the functions F 2 , F 3 ... F n .
• For some functionalities, C(i,j) = C(l,m) where (i,j) ≠ (l,m) i.e, some criteria share common data among functions. 
S=
The constraint matrix C p ×q is represented as follows:
where, Cij=0, then there is no constraint.
In this proposed model, 13 functionalities are defined and each functionality has its own set of criteria. | q * p | =
where, |p*q| = total number of constraints in the system S.
The functionalities F14, F15, F16.........Fn can be added in future enhancements.
From eqn. (2.2), the functionalities and respective criteria are classified as follows:
HIGHLIGHTING TEXT (F 1 ): Highlighting selected objects in an electronic document is provided in a manner such that a highlighted object maintains coloring and formatting properties to allow for maintenance of visual fidelity with a pre-highlighted view of the highlighted object and that allows for a semi-transparent background. Semi-transparent highlighting of selected objects in electronic documents is preferred [10] . In the present model, there are four constraints associated with this function (F 1 ) and they can be defined as follows:
The transparency of the highlighting color should not be highly transparent. Semi-transparency is preferred.
• C 12 -Highlighting color: If the highlighting color is same as foreground color then it will affect the readable functionality. Here, the property of highlighting would be as: 
• C 21 -Color selected for underlining: User is allowed to select their own choice of color for underlining a word or sentence. Here, the property of underlining would be as o Underlining color ≠ foreground color.
• C 22 -Underlining type: User is allowed to select their own type of underline option from given list for underlining a word or sentence.
• C 23 -Font size: User modification will be stored as per the font size set in profile manager.
• C 24 -Positioning: Pixel coordinates are captured i.e. from starting and ending points are captured.
Here, some of the criteria of F 1 are applicable for F 2 also. i.e. 
{ }
where,
• C 31 -Icon type: Selecting an icon from the icon list.
• C 32 -Scaling (maximum and minimum limit): The icon size can be attuned as per the user requirements.
• C 33 -Font size: User modification will be stored as per the font size set by user in profile manager.
• 
ADDING NOTES (F 4 ):
This function is used by the user to add notes on particular selected content. In the present model, there are five constraints associated with this function (F 4 ) and they can be defined as follows: 
IMAGE OPTIONS (F 6 ):
User can select image or take snap of particular area which he can store & make use of scaling functionality to zoom into the image. In the present model, there are two constraints associated with this function (F 6 ) and they can be defined as follows:
• C 61 -Scaling: User uses this option to zooming in and out of an image. o Defined maximum and minimum limit for zoom-in and zoom-out.
• C 62 -Positioning: selecting the area of the image to be captured. Here, it is to be noted that some of the criteria of o DEFAULT PROFILE(G 1 ) There are three constraints associated with this function (G 1 ) and they can be defined as follows: or two pages in a window).  E 3 -Userid: User is allocated with id have their own workspace in the database.
• C 72 -Profile changes: User changes are loaded when login (excluding editing).
• C 73 -Document Changes: Fetching the personalize information from Personalize database and imposing the changes onto the original document when document is loaded.
• C 74 -Book Info: This function get the details of book (Book title, author name, copy write etc.) from book database.
• C 75 -Session changes: Previous/current session changes are saved. User can browse through sessions & modify changes that being stored in personalize database.
• C 76 -Current Changes: User can undo the changes which being performed during current session according to timestamp. Future enhancements may have additional set of constraints as like C 77 , C 78 and so on.
FONT OPTIONS (F 8 ):
When it is necessary to specify an increased or decreased font size, the specification should be done as a percentage of the original font size and not as an absolute size. This improves accessibility for visually-impaired users who use a large default font size. In the present model, there are three constraints associated with this function (F 8 ) and they can be defined as follows:
• C 81 -Font color: User select the best suited color from the font color option.
• C 82 -Font type: User select the desired font type from the font list.
• C 83 -Font size: User select the desired size from size list.
Here, it is to be noted that some of the criteria of 
MAGNIFYING (F 9 ):
In some of the document text is so small that user feels inconvenience in reading text. To cope with this problem user can choose magnifying functionality. In the present model, there is only one constraint associated with this function (F 9 ) and that can be defined as follows: 
DICTIONARY (F 13 ):
User uses Dictionary-aided OCR to capture String then the derived string is mapped with dictionary to get the meaning. In the present model, there are two constraints associated with this function (F 13 ) and they can be defined as follows:
F 1 3 = {C 1 3 , 1 , C 1 3 , 2 , C 1 3 , 3 } (41) where,
• C 1 3 , 1 -Select Text: Selecting desired text.
• C 1 3 , 2 -Determining text: Dictionary-aided OCR determines the closest match word.
• C 1 3 , 3 -Meaning: Displaying the meaning of the derived word. Figure 12 . Personalized page Figure 12 is the document retrieval page. This page shows the modifications performed by the user in last login session. Right side tool bar has all the required buttons through which users can personalize their pages. User just needs to select the toolbar icons and then select the location to place them, if user chooses Symbols he/she just need to drop them where he/she wants, but in case of marking user have to drag it till where he/she wants to mark.
Screenshot of Proposed Model a) PERSONALIZED EBOOK PAGE
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The work reported in this paper enables users to personalize their content through wrapper based interfaces. This model also facilitates to store the personalized contents in a separate form, which will reduce the storage space requirement greatly. V book make the user to feel that the eBook which is used with personalization is intended to individuals. Using this model, original document can be shared with many of the users & any user can view the changes made by other users, if he/she is previlaged. This model discourage the unwanted redistribution since the content is uniquely and visibly linked to the original purchaser. So that, it helps the user to personalize their ebooks without violating the copyrights issues.
The future work can be focussed on adding new functionalities (i.e. includes Dynamic Note Display, graphical animations, rating reviews of personalized ebook, etc) and also enhance constraints to the existing application/model without affecting the previous functionalities & improving User interface.
